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GOING TOWARD GADD
by John Elizabeth Stintzi

There Are No Oceans

In the world of Sacalia, there are no oceans. Water—in the wider universe—is asylumed to its own 

plane, a plane where there are no skies, or sea floor, or any creatures at all: just fresh, lifeless water. 

Water is the only element that does not naturally occur in Sacalia, while also being completely 

integral to the world’s survival.

You wake up, with the band of smugglers you’ve been with since abandoning the burning city 

of Candoma. You’re on the cliffs overlooking the city of Abario. The rough sand you’ve been crossing 

for weeks looks like glass in the morning light. The aqueducts of Abario—old as life—glitter below, 

slowly circulating fresh water from the ocean plane. You’re the first one to wake.

What do you do?

Hir Skeleton

There’s a skeleton in the back of hir car as ze parks at the 24-hour grocery store in Westport. It’s past 

midnight, in July, and the Kansas City heat is still killer. Ze gets out of the car, an old hybrid, and 

opens the trunk to pull the skeleton out. Sweat hops onto hir skin. The skeleton is wearing an 

American flag bandana. The skeleton is wearing costume jewelry bought off Craigslist and Letgo. 

The skeleton is wearing a chest binder and a low necked tank top and faded jeans as ze hoists them 

over hir shoulder. 

Several bodies move in and out of cars on the dim-lit lot, carrying bags of 2:00am groceries, 

bags of 2:00am gin and vermouth and condoms. They don’t bat an eye at hir, muscling dressed up 
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bones out of hir car. It’s hir night off, and when the automatic doors open to the near-empty store, ze 

gets blasted by the blessing of AC. Ze carries the skeleton past the sleepy security guard stationed 

near the door twoards the produce section.

Ze cuts straight over to the assortment of peppers, props and poses the skeleton to look like 

they’re inspecting the dried, spicy red peppers, sticking one between the skeleton’s teeth, to be held 

by the spring-shut jaw. Ze takes out hir phone and takes a picture, making sure the arm that ze’s 

using to prop the skeleton up can be cropped out.

Ze takes a few photos, as many as ze can before the security guard ambles over, eyes baggy, and 

asks hir to “please, again, just—please leave.”

The Fountains of Sacalia

In the material plane of Sacalia, there are 19 fountains of infinite flow, around which the many 

civilizations grow. That’s how this water-needing world survives. The complex network of aqueducts 

are used to move water around from the fountains’ sources to the nearby sections of the plane, 

irrigating non-desert oases between the founts, sustaining cities and farmland and towns. 

You have been told that the fountains are gates to the ocean plane. Mages, practiced in 

interplanar spells, say that the output of water from these gates are at every moment moving the 

maximum volume of matter, so—theoretically—you wouldn’t be able to cross through the gates to 

the ocean plane, making them effectively one-way. At least until the infinite ocean dries up.

Hu

Hir skeleton’s name is Hu. Hu was purchased from a retired public school teacher living in Shawnee. 

Ze picked Hu up with hir roommate Sunny, but when they got to the house ze had Sunny go in 

without hir because ze started having an anxiety attack. Ze sat in the car, drowsy yet panicking at 

being awake and in those suburbs in the daytime, while Sunny went in and haggled the teacher 

down from $130 to $85. Sunny came out triumphant with the naked skeleton—Hu—lounged 
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across her arms like Super Man bearing Lois Lane. Hu was in good condition, besides missing the 

third finger bone—“Phalange,” the teacher’d told Sunny—on their left hand.

“You made the right choice, kid,” she said to hir when she got into the car. “The guy was 

pushing 70 at least, and there were Jesus faces everywhere—like, on every wall.”

The Aqueducts

It’s not known where Sacalia’s aqueducts came from. The popular theory is that they were built by 

sandstone golems summoned by the gods to make the world hospitable to elves, dwarves, human, 

dragonborn—all the heartbeating things. The aqueducts are explained by a teleological 

understanding of the universe as something designed, something bubbling back to a first intent of a 

prime mover.

The fountains of Sacalia are rumored to be the vertices of a magic sigil that, when connected 

correctly—using the proper reagents—will open a massive portal to the ocean plane. It’s rumored 

that this is how all life on Sacalia will end—these two planes merging, a suspension of dirt in flood. 

Some Sacalians believe this, but many don’t. Others are actively trying to make it happen.

Welcome to Kansas

For the first few weeks after getting hir job at the University of Kansas Medical Center—a janitorial 

gig, working the graveyard shift—ze used Google Maps to navigate the 10 minute drive from hir and 

Sunny’s apartment in midtown. Ze used Google Maps to get to work so ze wouldn’t have to waste 

much attention on knowing where hir car was going. Every time ze was a minute or so away from 

work, hir phone announced: “Welcome to Kansas” over the car’s speakers.

Eventually, when ze finally stopped using Google Maps to get to work—because ze knew the 

drive blindfolded—ze started to whisper that line to hirself whenever ze crossed the intersection at 

State Line Road. A quiet whisper to the bumping of—most often—Adult Mom or Worriers or 

sometimes Lou Reed:
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“Welcome to Kansas,” possibly the only sentence ze ever says five times a week, besides “I 

check for traps,” and “I hate you” in the bathroom mirror.

Current Demographics of Populations of “Known Races” in Sacalia

Race*
Percentage of 

Population**
Life Expectancy (in Years)

Dragonborn 33.10% 321 Years

Elves 18.80% 193 Years

Mixed 18.40% (Varies)

Dwarves 9.20% 93 Years

Orcs 9.10% 72 Years

Gnome 5.30% 120 Years

Infernal 4.30% 78 Years

Tiefling 1.70% 237 Years

Humans 0.10% 23 Years

* Includes sub-species of races, such as, for elves: avariel, dark elves, drow, etc.

** The current (recorded) population on of Sacalia is approximately 1.1 million***

***Of those 1.1 million Sacalians, at least 8% publicly self-identify as being members of The 

Cult of the Water-Bringers.

@skelly.hu

Hu the skeleton—@skelly.hu—is relatively well-known on Instagram with just over 40k followers. 

@skelly.hu was inspired by the account @omgliterallydead, but instead of having a hipster-ish, white-
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girl kind of aesthetic, @skelly.hu strives for queer-punk and tries to post at least once a week. Their 

bio on Instagram reads:

“they/them/theirs. queerest bones ever tbh. #KCMO #TransBonesMatter”

Feeling Rails in Abario

You and your companions make it to the base of the cliffs, through the sprawling towns skirting the 

walls, and to Abario’s gate. There, through the checkpoint, you and your companions pass papers to 

whichever dragonborn guard is asking for them. Every paper the group passes is a counterfeit: none 

of you is who you claim to be. Your band’s loose leader, Hienan—a high-elf, and an unrivaled 

saboteur and intelligence agent—goes through first, and his getting through makes the rest of you 

optimistic. If he can make it, as a high-profile fugitive in Sacalia, you’ll be able to make it through—

yet again—against the odds. And then you’ll all be that much closer to pilfering the riches of Abario.

One of your dwarven companions—Bengus—gets hassled about the portrait drawing on her 

papers, but makes it through. Then her husband does. And finally, you do—as Faeroni the dark elf. 

The dragonborn doesn’t frisk you, doesn’t closely inspect your pointed ears, doesn’t consider your 

eyes or your complexion or your bones. You get lucky because dragonborn can hardly stand the idea 

of looking at elves like you.

Once you’ve all made it into the main citadel of Abario, you head to a tavern near the outside 

of the rich quarter’s walls. You get the sense, going there—attempting to be perceptive, to catch who 

might be looking at you and who might think they see something—that you’re going exactly where 

you’re designed to go. This is not a safe place for your sort, there are no safe places. You feel a 

confrontation brewing. You get the idea of running, but don’t run. You wonder if you even could.

Nobody really knows exactly who anyone else is. The band sticks together—mostly—by not 

being too curious about each others’ lives. Respect, fear: words for proximity without intimacy.

.

.
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Hu(s)

Ze goes by “Hu” in hir head, and in hir Dungeons & Dragons campaign. Ze plays D&D every 

Tuesday night with a guy ze met online. His name is Liam, and he ran away to Kansas City when he 

was fifteen, which was only about two or three years ago. He works at a game store in Overland Park, 

lives in a basement in Leawood, and spends most of his free time as a Dungeon Master. When they 

talk, they mostly talk about D&D, about hir playing Pathfinder with hir brothers when they were 

little, without the various sided dice necessary and getting by on tweaked rules, coin tosses, and two 

six-sided dice from Monopoly. 

Ze and Liam have been playing for a while, but don’t really know each other at all. They see 

each other three or four hours a week, but don’t spend time together outside the game. Outside of 

Sacalia.

Liam does not call hir “Hu.” Liam uses hir outside name, what ze thinks of as hir zombie 

name, at least until the whiteboard is set on the table between them and the dice are warming in 

their palms. In D&D, Hu’s class is a human rogue. Hu uses a rapier, and has focused most of their 

skill points into tumbling, lock-picking, search, and disguise.

When they’d met for coffee the second time, once Liam decided that Hu would fit well into his 

campaign—and after they determined Hu’s ability scores and backstory in Sacalia—Liam asked: 

“What’s Hu afraid of?” Ze didn’t know how to answer that question, ze hadn’t thought about that at 

all, so ze said, simply, “Bodies of water.”

Liam drank down the sugared ends of his coffee. “Then Hu is lucky. In the world of Sacalia, 

there are no oceans.”

The Cult of the Water-Bringers

In Sacalia, there are many reasons for a human like Hu to be afraid, particularly of water and cities, 

the biggest reason being the radical religious sect actively attempting to open this “doomsday gate” to 

the ocean plane: The Cult of the Water-Bringers. They’re a relatively new extremist group—only 

having existed for the past three or four decades—who worship the evil demigod of drowning: 
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Yeathan. The cult was started by a diaspora of infernal in Irrun, a town in the outskirts of Gadd—the 

largest Sacalian city—at a time when the infernal were by far the minority in Sacalia. The cult has 

since expanded, converting a sizable number of disenfranchised dragonborn, tiefling, mixed race, and 

orc.

The cult is actively trying to create the portal to the ocean plane so that every Sacalian will be 

drowned. They see it as the only way to purify the sick world. A majority of Sacalians don’t fear the 

cult, don’t believe that what they are trying to do is possible, and don’t bother to stop them. 

This is all because most Sacalians are not human.

Hir Social Media

Ze doesn’t have a personal Instagram, or a Facebook (anymore). Hir handle on Twitter—since ze 

started it, after moving to KC—changes every year, depending on hir age. This year it’s 

@RollOneD23. Last year, it was @RollOneD22. Ze doesn’t have hir name on hir Twitter, and doesn’t 

have hir account linked to hir phone number or an email that anyone knows. Hir photo is a picture 

of an egg with a small crack in it. Ze has 104 followers, and hir location is set as “Perth, Australia.” 

Occasionally, ze will retweet photos of water or news taken from #perth. Ze hasn’t ever uttered—on 

Twitter—a single word of hir own. Ze just lurks.

Humans in Sacalia

Humans, in Sacalia, are an endangered race because The Cult of the Water-Bringers prey on them. The 

cult believes that the key reagent in Yeathan’s doomsday spell is present nowhere else but within 

human bodies. Since humans were the first, impure creatures to be created by the gods to inhabit 

Sacalia, they are believed to be the key to rewinding the clock to the purity of lifelessness. They 

believe the key is in the hormones produced by the adrenal and pituitary glands—as well as the 

ovaries and gonads—namely: the human growth hormone, testosterone, estrogen, and progesterone. 

The cult believes that these hormones are the key to transforming the world into what they want it to 

be.
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Yeathan’s spell is barbaric, requiring such volumes of the believed-to-be human-exclusive 

hormones that living humans must be “farmed” for it. Which consists of binding spells, and specific 

and horrible extraction techniques done on living human bodies over extended periods of time, 

squeezed until the organs and glands fail.

They (Ze)/Them (Hir)/Theirs (Hirs)

Hu the skeleton’s pronouns are they/them/theirs because ze wanted Hu to defy the binary in a simple 

way, in a way ze knew the majority of queer people would be able to relate to while not being 

excessively foreign to others who might stumble upon Hu’s presence online. Those pronouns felt 

polite. “They” felt acommodating to the other as well as to the same. “They” felt clear.

But for hirself, in hir head, ze didn’t take this pronoun because hir relationship to hirself is 

based less upon certainty and clarity than it is on tripping and murk, more on inaccessibility, unease. 

Ze and hir feels indefinite and suggestive of either end of the binary and are so difficult to train the 

tongue to utter. Ze wanted to feel like a trick question, an uphill battle between nuclear powers. 

Liam’s Multiverse

After a few preliminary sessions in Sacalia—as Hu joined up with the band of smugglers while 

fleeing Candoma (the small, but prosperous elven city to the east) as it went up in flames (from the 

conquests of the greedy, red dragon Dyviassiel) and with whom Hu’d just helped fight off a small 

wave of a lamia’s jackalwere on their retreat across the treacherous desert towards the valley city of 

Abario—Liam confessed that Hu wasn’t the only player character in Sacalia.

“There are others,” he told hir, after offering hir an energy drink at 10:45pm, just before they 

finished off that Tuesday’s session. The family he lived under were arguing, stomping, fuming. “There 

are other protagonists. Most of them are in other parts of Sacalia—other cities—taking actions, 

sending ripples your way. I actually do at least seven different sessions a week, including you.”

Ze was surprised when Liam said this. Ze’d believed that Hu was the only player character 

there, the only one that really mattered. Ze believed that hir character’s importance was why the 
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lamia didn’t succeed in finishing Hu off when they fell unconscious after Hu was charmed into the 

tip of her quick dagger. But no, the dominoes of fate were scattered. In other places in Sacalia, other 

cities, characters of various levels of goodness or evil—characters who ze hadn't thought existed at all

—were spying or protecting, saving or plundering, progressing along their self-drawn paths. Ze 

couldn’t express how this made hir feel. Ze pictured other bodies in hir seat, nodded hir head, and 

spaced out to the books on Liam’s shelf: a wide collection of Epic Fantasy, Science Writing, and 

almost every single novel by Toni Morrison.

“Anyway,” Liam said. His words felt extraplanar. “Hu: Are you going to help pay for a room at 

the public house for you and your companions, or are you going to camp again on the outskirts of 

town?”

“We’re going to the outskirts,” ze says. “And while we go, I’m keeping an eye out for people 

following.”

Ze rolls d20 for perception but doesn’t roll very well—a four. Hu doesn’t see anyone.

Fear of Water

Hu isn’t afraid of bodies of water insomuch as Hu’s afraid of space, of the possibilties of space, of the 

mystery of what could be found or happen in it. Hu is afraid of bodies of water because of their 

mystery, their opacity, because of water’s ability to reflect without revealing, because of water’s ability 

to invade through any gap no matter the shape. It’s for the same reason Hu’s afraid of the crowds, of 

the suburbs, of the sprawling similarities betraying the reality of a granular chaos. Hu is afraid of all 

the people Hu doesn’t know, and most people Hu does know, because if life has taught Hu anything 

it’s how easy it is to keep things hidden, submerged, and how unwilling people can be to truly reveal 

themselves.

Attack!

You wake up to the high death-cry of Bengus the dwarf, wake up to the sun teasing the west, to 

metal flying in glints. You wake up to Hienan impaling a dragonborn of Abario’s police, wake up 
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tumbling and drawing your rapier, aiming at Bengus’ murderer but rolling too low to hit. There are 

fifteen of them surrounding ten of you—half not yet upright from their sleep. Magic begins to fly, 

concussive bursts shaking brains, magic missiles. Hienan throws you a look. You tumble, again, to 

flank an officer, and get a sneak attack bonus on a critical hit as you stab through lungs, through one 

of their two hearts. Score three points under Massive Damage.

You’re all up now, clanging, being hit, hurt, dying. You take a crossbow bolt in the back of 

your calf and take a penalty to your dexterity-based skills. You try and tumble your way to Hienan’s 

side without provoking an attack of opportunity and fail. A falchion skips along your ribs. Eight of 

the fifteen dragonborn are dead, but this is not going well. Hienan takes up Bengus’s dagger and dual 

wields—at a disadvantage—but succeeds. Every enemy near him is dead.

You help, and a fight that takes about forty seconds in real-time takes you about an hour and a 

half of rolling and being on the edge of your seat. When the smoke settles, you’re alive—haggard, but 

alive. Only three of your companions have died.

The Riding Floor-Scrubber

When ze is at work, ze works alone: mop-cart, Windex, earbuds, half-lit halls on the riding floor-

scrubber. Check-up rooms, Men’s bathrooms, lecture halls with naked skeletons like Hu hanging 

from bolts on their heads, Women’s bathrooms, waiting rooms, single-occupancy bathrooms. Ze has 

a set routine that ze follows every week.

Most days, ze gets up around 11:20, eats and dresses and drives to work un-showered to start 

at midnight. On Tuesdays, ever since ze started doing D&D with Liam, ze wakes up early—around 

6:00pm—and goes over to Liam’s, before heading to work, for hir weekly session: 7:00 to 11:30. It’s 

the only day worth showering for.

“This is the life,” ze sometimes thinks to hirself, grumbling alone around campus, dragging the 

mop-cart or zooming along on the scrubber. Ze thinks about everything while ze works: hir very few 

(and mostly online) friends, hir family, Sacalia. Over the years working here, following the same map 
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every week, ze has gotten so good at operating the scrubber that ze can do it without even looking up 

from hir phone. 

All through hir shift, whenever ze is operating the scrubber, or doing anything else one-

handed, ze mostly lurks on Reddit (r/trans, r/KCMO, r/nonbinary, r/aww) and Twitter. Queer 

Twitter, where queer people—comic artists, activists, chefs, journalists—from across the spectrum 

rally against capitalism and TERF’s, subtweet one another, post selfies and talk hormones and music 

and dysphoria and video games. Ze doesn’t post anything, ze doesn’t retweet any queer tweets, ze just 

reads and follows and—very rarely—likes. Ze exists silent among the chatter. A fly drowning in the 

stream of them.

Ze would like to say things but feels like hir identity is a fraud. Ze isn’t out, ze is still 

questioning hirself, doesn’t feel ze has anything to say that’s worth listening to, despite the fact that in 

hir head ze knows everything exactly, has known it all for a while. 

Ze also knows that most of the accounts ze follows and likes best are public alt-accounts, that 

there’s a secret and private queer Twitter beyond the visible one, that waves of DMs synapse between 

so many of these humans ze looks up to. Ze reads along always knowing there are echelons of 

community that ze cannot access, but which ze believes hold the answers ze needs to become more 

honestly and loudly hirself.

When ze feels this way, catch-22’d from this world, while scrubbing the lonely halls, ze logs 

onto Instagram and basks in the queer-centered acceptance that hir @skelly.hu affords. The most 

beloved queer skeleton on the internet.

Hienan’s Plan

You think you know why this attack happened: someone was suspicious of your group, recognized 

one of you, and ratted you out. Bengus’ husband thinks the authorities in Abario are simply corrupt

—racist—and want non-dragonborn like you to stop coming into their city. You believe that 

someone probably caught Hienan looking up from under his hood at the rich quarter’s walls—where 

the dragonborn elite live in a lazy effulgence—and cross-referenced his elven characteristics against 
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wanted posters and whispers that the last place he’d been seen was only 90 miles away, at the multi-

cultural oasis of Bradgoth.

You want to leave Abario, leave the hiding spot you’re in, but Hienan is furious and wants 

revenge. Everyone else—hurt and tired and angry—wants to stick to the plan too, because Hienan 

claims to have figured out the way over the walls and into the inner-citadel, through a glitch in the 

guard cycle. They know how easy it will be to get rich once they’re in. They’re convincing. You feel 

rails telling your cart which direction to take. 

You say okay, you’re in. You are not.

Just Water

Ze obsessively stalks the accounts of people undergoing transition, watches from afar as HRT and 

surgeries shift the shape of the human body. Ze cannot get over the beauty of watching science turn a 

binary on its head, watching it overthrow the way a body is read. Ze doesn’t believe there is anything 

more arresting than watching someone topple biology with biology to seem closer to who they’ve 

always been.

Hu the skeleton is hir key to the private sphere of queer Instagram. Hu follows thousands of 

accounts and likes basically every photo posted, gets messages about how validating those double 

taps are. Ze reads all these messages, but replies only in hearts and hashtags: #TransBonesMatter, 

#NonBinaryBonesMatter, #HerBonesMatter, whichever seems best to apply. Hu sends back hearts and 

hashtags, but doesn’t converse. Hu’s bones are marrowed with an indiscriminate yet aloof love of 

queerness, but through their own photos it’s clear that Hu can’t quite get their bones to feel right. 

Hu’s presentation fluctuates, and sometimes even faulters—occasionally posting photos without 

them in it, noting that they’re not happy with how they look. 

There is a subtext between the overflow of pride and humor and love that Hu the skeleton can’t 

quite get themselves to be who they want to be. That there’s no stable identity inside them to try and 

present. That there probably never will be. That it’s all just water.
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Going Toward Gadd

Just after your watch ends, the night before you’re meant to strike Abario back, you go inside and 

wake Bengus’ husband. He’s not the next on watch, but you know how long it takes him to get lucid 

after waking, so you nudge him up then run. You leave your wounded, furious companions and slip 

into the desert, south, towards the biggest city in the world: Gadd. You had no intention of ever 

going to Gadd. You know how dangerous Gadd would be, that the further you stay away from 

population density—and particularly Gadd’s—the better.

But you’ve been thinking: Gadd is the largest city in Sacalia, so who could you find there? 

Thursday? Sunday?

Same Time Next Week

Before ze leaves Liam’s basement apartment, all hir dice and character sheets packed up, Liam asks: 

“Same time next week?”

Meet Hu at the Shuttlecock

A fair number of @skelly.hu’s followers are from KC, and often ask Hu to meet up with them. Ze has 

never had the guts to do it hirself, though one Monday afternoon—this past June—Hu did have a 

local meet-up at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, beside the big Shuttlecock in the sculpture 

garden. Ze had Sunny take Hu there, and send hir a photo of them posed against the sculpture—for 

hir to use to inform Hu’s followers. Sunny pretended to be the first of the attendees. “Hu was alone 

when I got here!” she said, to the first visitors to come by. 

The whole time, ze wanted to go, or walk past, or at least watch from the distance, but couldn’t 

bring hirself to. Ze sat in hir car a few blocks away, windows cracked to the breeze, getting texts from 

Sunny “Come on! ppl are so diggin Hu” and felt so unreflected in the world, spineless. 

Ze wanted to disappear, ooze through the cracks in hir reality. Instagram notifications pinged, 

telling hir that Hu was being tagged in photos. Ze never brought hirself to look at them, but Hu 

liked them blindly. 
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Tuesday

On Tuesday, ze heads over to Liam’s and parks hir hybrid far down the street because most of the 

spots in Liam’s neighborhood are taken. Ze goes, thinking of Gadd, walks with hir hands in hir 

pockets, trying to not be seen. Ze walks past a kid—probably thirteen—sitting on a longboard on 

the sidewalk, facing away from the street, playing Pokémon Go on his phone. He’s cursing. Ze notices 

that he’s trying to catch a Haunter—in a different layer of reality—that keeps breaking free.

When ze gets to Liam’s ze goes inside and gets situated: takes out hir dice, Hu’s character sheet, 

hir notes. The family above has the TV loud, spewing news about politics and war. Liam is already 

prepared at the other end of the table as ze picks up hir d20, readying to make Hu’s first moves.

Possibility City

You start making your way towards the walls of Gadd. The desert has been rough, days of limping 

away from Hienan and your companions in Abario, each of which you expect is either dead or rich. 

You’re not rich, but you’re alive, having dodged the war parties of a Mummy Lord in The Crush—the 

seven mile wide strip of desert abandoned by law and populated by chaotic evil. Your bolt-stuck calf 

ached and dragged but you made it. You moved silent, and against all odds, you’re here, outside 

Gadd. 

Possibility City.

You start to make your way to the city’s gate through the northern suburbs. Gadd’s aqueducts 

weep in the high midday sun. The walls stretch twice as high as any you’ve seen before. One out of 

every ten Sacalians lives here, living off the swells of Fountain #7. You don’t know what you will find 

inside those walls, but you believe it will be important. That it will somehow hold the key to 

changing the course of your life. 

.

.
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Death Threats

Sometimes, sometimes often, Hu gets death threats. Awful words fly, in direct messages or comments 

on pictures of them messily enjoying some extremely blue ice cream—Cookie Monster flavor—from 

the Westport Ice Cream Bakery. In comments, Hu’s followers descend to defend them, but when 

they come as direct messages ze is terrified. Sometimes ze is brave and tells them that Hu is clearly 

already dead. Mostly ze blocks and reports them, and takes their advice: putting hir phone away and 

wrapping hir arms around hirself to try not to exist for awhile. 

Friday

“When you’re about four-hundred feet from the walls, you hear a noise,” Liam says, eventually, after 

rolling a dice. “From an alley beside you a robed figure is casting.” Liam rolls. “Roll a Will save.”

Ze rolls, “Eleven.”

Liam looks down at an open player’s handbook, then picks up his phone and sends a text.

“You’re paralyzed, weakened, and dazed,” he says. As he does, the door to his basement opens. 

The boy with the longboard comes down, puts his phone on the table and pulls up a chair. He 

doesn’t look at hir.

“The character failed the Will save,” Liam tells him, not looking at hir. “They are paralyzed, 

weakened, and dazed. What do you do?”

The kid looks at the map drawn on the dry-erase tabletop, the huge circle representing Gadd. 

“I go up to the character and inspect them, to make sure that they are human.”

“They are human.”

“I use my silk rope and bind them.” The kid takes a handful of dice from his cargo shorts and 

rolls. “22. Once bound, I take the human into the alley and meet up with my crew and we go to 

Irrun. When I get there, I put them under.”

Liam notes all of this, and looks up at hir, across the table. Ze says nothing, is looking at the 

numbers and words of Hu’s character sheet. 
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“You wake up and you can’t move. You can feel tubes going into your body. You can only move 

your eyes. You’re not alone. Friday here is attending to pulling the hormones from your body. You 

hear others talking Draconic about how close they think they are to having enough reagents to 

complete the spell, how they have enough humans—almost spitting when coming to the word for 

human, munthrek. You can’t move, or speak, but you feel extreme pain. You get the sense that there 

are other human bodies next to you that you can’t see.”

S.A.D. Drow

Since ze started playing D&D with Liam, while working nights at the university, ze began to jokingly 

identify, in hir head, as drow: a subterranean elven race. Since ze started working the graveyard shift, 

ze mostly only sees the sun when ze gets out of work. Ze spends most of hir days after sunset, and 

when ze comes home from work, ze retreats into the dark of hir room. Hu, hir skeleton, waits in the 

other half of hir double bed. Ze lays beside them and narrates the positive comments on their 

Instagram.

Hir graveyard shifts, ze’s convinced, give hir a sort of Seasonal Affective Disorder. For weeks at 

a time, sometimes, ze can barely get out of bed to go to work, and at work can barely function, and 

can barely make it home after. Sometimes, ze thrashes around in hir room, terrified of hirself. Ze 

feels so old, so densely packed in with sensations ze is numb to, so close to expiration. When tears 

come, they don’t help. They don’t release anything.

And it feels to hir that when ze is feeling like this—S.A.D., suicidal—that ze is falling precisely 

into the same narrative that all queer, all questioning, all gender-fucked people find themselves: 

inside a sort of validating, inclusive, yet depersonalized sadness. Ze feels like another body muttering 

a culturally tedious refrain.

And yet, even in this pain ze feels completely isolated from the community. Ze blames the sun, 

the moon, and hir confusion—believes hirself to be a fraud, dying out and invisible and alone on the 

fringe.
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Friday, Friday, Friday

That Tuesday’s session ends early, because ze can only progress so long in the timeline before needing 

to allow the rest of the concurrent player characters to make their moves in Sacalia. Ze didn’t realize, 

before, how Hu was only ever able to go so far forward in time. Liam never let on. 

Ze leaves Liam’s without speaking. Ze goes to work early, wanders around the halls with hir 

earbuds in like a ghost, dragging hir mop from bathroom to bathroom. Liam texts hir later, asking if 

ze can start coming in on Friday evenings for a while, at least while Hu is in this predicament. “It 

works best for Max.” Ze doesn’t respond for a while—a day—until writing back “sure.”

Ze starts sleeping in on Tuesdays and going to Liam’s on Fridays. Usually, the sessions last 

about an hour for Hu. Hu wakes up, is talked to by cultists, overhears them talk about their plans to 

place the hormones into the waters very soon, that they finally might have enough. Hu tries to move 

but can’t and then, eventually, Hu passes out and Liam rolls some dice privately and then tells hir it’s 

probably fine for hir to leave.

“See you next week!” 

Max doesn’t look at hir, doesn’t really look at anything but the map and the dots and circles or 

painted figures that represent people. Max parts his oily hair to the right, blocking hir from seeing 

his eyes. Max’s sessions seem to consist mostly of discussing logistics, power dynamics, and who 

should go to which fountain with which amount of the reagents.

Hu’s sessions were only ever about moving and staying alive.

Hu’s Brand

Ze knows that the best way to make Hu popular and keep Hu popular is to keep them on brand, to 

deliver to Hu’s followers exactly what is expected of them. 

What’s expected of Hu: satire, whimsy, sarcasm, denim jackets, and a low key but constant 

struggle with dysphoria. What is expected of Hu is that they’ll never find home in their bones, that 

they’ll always try to hide behind deprecative humor. That sometimes—sometimes often—they will 

fail.
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The first photo ze ever posted of Hu was a photo of Hu huddled up in hir closet, naked arm 

bones wrapped around naked legs. The caption of the photo—which only has about six hundred 

likes—ran “I’m Hu and I’ll always be the questioning skeleton in your closet.” 

Bringing Yeathan’s Water

Another Friday comes, and ze goes over to Liam’s again. Ze isn’t sure why ze is coming anymore, 

besides because ze has grown attached to Hu and doesn’t want them to be harmed. That ze feels 

responsible for their life reaching this point.

But this friday is different. “When you wake up, Hu, you aren’t in the cult’s den. You, among 

other scarred humans, wake up on a roof on the outskirts of Gadd. The emerald shimmer of the 

fountain waters glimmer over the edges of the aqueducts. The wind is cool. The cultists surround the 

edge of the roof, but the tubes in your brain and in your abdomen seem to have been removed. You 

can move. You don’t trust that you should, but you can. You look around.”

At the edge of the roof, fifteen feet away, a telepath shares messages from the cult’s agents 

across Sacalia with the neutral evil tiefling cleric Shalyre—played by Max. They’re all in position, 

have secured access to each of the 19 gates to the ocean plane. 

“You want to jump up and try and kill him, but you’re weak. The other humans around you 

are only weaker, having been there longer. There are maybe sixty of you in total. Before speaking, 

Shalyre looks over at your lot.

When Shalyre tells the telepath to send the message ‘Do it,’ you think that is going to be the 

last sentence you’ll ever hear. You feel relief, for a second, that life and torment will be over. A minute 

passes. Two minutes pass. Five. Nothing happens at all.”

Fists bang a table, though there’s no table on the roof. “What do you mean nothing happens,” 

a kid’s voice rings. “What the fuck have we been doing all this shit for if nothing is going to happen? 

We’ve been playing at this for two fucking years. What the fuck?”

Shalyre is paused on the roof. Nobody is moving. You look around and everything is static, 

drawn. The world is neither dying nor alive. Yelling comes from beyond, Max yelling, the muffled 
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yelling of the family above, and Liam speaks up and says: “Settle down, Max. Come on. It’s just a 

game: this is all just part of the plot.”

But the voice doesn’t settle. It curses. A chair falls. A door slams. The TV of the family above 

starts to blare, to drown out the rage, and then things begin to move again. Shalyre looks over at you, 

Hu, with different eyes. You and the rest of the humans suddenly notice that the cultists have taken 

off their swords and left them near your crowd. “You all, suddenly, feel enlivened,” Liam’s voice says, 

after a minute of quiet. “The other humans go and grab the swords and toss you one as they start to 

take a surprise round on the cultists. You outnumber them three to one. They’re all unarmed. Shalyre 

is closest to you, Hu, and is looking ready to cast. What do you do?”

What do you do? You do what you believe you’re meant: You humans slaughter them all.

Routine

After cutting the head off the cult, Hu’s sessions move back to Tuesdays. Hu gets into Gadd and 

hears about a group of daring mercenaries who want to try and tame The Crush, where the rest of the 

cultists are said to have escaped into. Hu joined them because it seemed like the thing to do. 

But ze doesn’t want to wake up early on Tuesdays, doesn’t want to go back at all. Ze has 

forgotten why ze ever wanted to be in that world in the first place, wondered why ze thought it was 

all that different, why ze thought ze had any agency there. But Hu, there, just keeps falling into new 

traps: fresh but equally devised regions of a set story.

There’s no escaping the rails, no matter how hard Hu tries.

Ze spends the days between sessions waking up in the daylight to take Hu the skeleton to all 

sorts of places in the city, buying them t-shirts in Waldo, buying them barbecue in the Crossroads, 

buying them doughnuts and coffee and pizza downtown. Hashtagging photos for Instagram. 

Carrying their bones into and out of the car, showing off whatever spunk is left in their bones, 

working in variations on their long-tired theme.

.

.
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Flash Flood Warning

On Tuesday, ze wakes up around noon to hir phone going nuts with an alert. Flash Flood Warning in 

effect for Jackson County. Ze reads it, silences it, and goes back to sleep. The storm is shuddering the 

sky outside. When ze wakes up again and leaves hir room, around 6:00pm, Sunny is pulling out 

candles in case they lose power. The weather outside is biblical, loud. Ze puts on hir shoes and grabs 

hir keys and tells Sunny that ze’s going to go drive down to Liam’s.

“You’re insane, kid!” Sunny tells hir, and so ze goes into hir room and hoists Hu up, grabs hir 

bag of dice, hir character sheet, umbrella, and carries Hu outside—into the deluge—belting them 

into the passenger seat of hir car.

The lightning shatters sky, breaking holes that water pours through. Ze can barely see fifteen 

feet ahead as they drive south together, trying to avoid Westport and the other easy-flooding areas. 

Ze looks out the window for headlights but mostly navigates by their dot on Google Maps, slowly 

moving along the white lines of the streets. Ze needs to get to Liam’s. To tell him that ze can’t do it 

anymore.

As ze gets near Liam’s neighborhood, ze starts driving through inches of water, and stops only 

when ze notices a truck a block ahead—during a clear lull in the rain—driving through an 

intersections with water to its hips. Ze can see the unread messages on hir phone but doesn’t read 

them. Ze knows that in this flood, Liam’s apartment is likely under water, has decided that this 

means Sacalia has drowned.

Ze stops in the middle of an empty intersection. Ze imagines the water never ending, the 

sound of the whipers an eternal squeak. Ze opens hir door and steps out into the water, hood up, hir 

D&D bag in hir coat, leaving Hu in the car. Ze walks out until the water is halfway to the knee. Ze 

doesn’t want to stop but does, because ze can’t bring hirself not to. Ze pulls Hu’s scrawled character 

sheet from the bag, the sheet covered in eraser smudges from the changes, from leveling up and 

growing over the years, and slips it onto the rain stippled flood water. It floats away. Ze pulls out the 

bag of dice and pours them out at hir feet then turns back to hir waiting car.
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?????

When ze gets back in the car, ze takes Hu’s phalange-missing hand in hirs and turns the car away 

from their destination, towards the least likely direction they should go.

Together, ze and Hu speed towards it, headlong.


